
THE COMPLETE GUIDE 
TO EFFECTIVE MARKETING

Key Principles of Effective Advertising



The primary goal of most advertising strategies is to reach the largest 
number of potential buyers in the target audience with adequate frequency to 
stimulate action. The objective is to maximize each campaign’s effectiveness 
by developing the schedule and selecting the proper media to reach the 
most profitable customers. The ultimate goal is to promote immediate action 
and build top-of-mind awareness to encourage purchases in the future.

KEY PRINCIPLES OF 
EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING

The 7 Most Important 
Ingredients of

Effective Advertising

1. Media Mix 

2. Frequency 

3. Audience 

4. Creative 

5. Timing 

6. Offer / Message 

7. Reach

Ad campaigns fail because they: 

Are executed at the wrong time 

Are too short in duration 

Use the wrong media to achieve the goals

Reach the wrong audience 

Fail to attract attention 

Do not “speak” the audience’s language 

Do not entice with an effective message or offer

RIGHT RESULTS
MESSAGE
PEOPLE

TIME
MEDIA

FREQUENCY
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Identifying Your Target Audience 

is Vital to Your Advertising 

Message & Media Buy 

IDENTIFY YOUR MOST PROFITABLE CUSTOMERS

Although you want to attract as many patrons as possible, in most 

cases, specific types of people are your most “profitable” customers.  

These people represent the greatest opportunity for your business. 

This group is often referred to as the target audience or market.  By 

narrowing the target, it is possible to reach and entice people with one 

media plan.  If your business has more than one primary target, it may 

be necessary to implement multiple campaigns, each with different 

messages and media strategies.

MEDIUM MATCH TARGET WITH BELOW

Broadcast TV Programs / Dayparts

Cable TV Networks / Dayparts / Programs / Geography

Digital Solutions Content / Dayparts / Behavior / Geography / Sites / Searches

Out-of-Home Locations

Newspapers / Magazines Sections / Content / Geography

Radio Formats / Dayparts / Specific Times

Yellow Pages:  Print & Online Categories / Geography
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EFFECTIVE BUDGETING STRATEGIES

 Annual Budget with Monthly Allocations 

This method sets a fixed dollar amount of advertising 
expenditures for a year based on your business goals. 
However, the advertising budget is distributed according 
to sales trends and promotional strategies. 

 Percent of Gross Sales / Advertising-to-Sales Ratio 

This standard method allocates a percentage of past 
gross sales into the current ad budget.  Once established, 
the funds are dispersed each month based on sales 
trends. 

ESTABLISH YOUR BUDGET

Establishing an Annual Budget Helps You: 

 Determine a comfortable advertising investment 

 Eliminate poorly timed promotions 

 Tie in-store promotions to help increase profits

 Take advantage of co-op advertising 

 Prepare more result-producing campaign

Formula to Estimate Gross Sales 

Average Sale X # of Transactions per Month X 12

At a minimum, reinvest 3-5% of 
your gross sales in advertising.

Ask your media advisor for the average percent invested 
in advertising for your industry.  Percentages can vary 
significantly based on the competitive nature of the 
industry.  If no data exists for your business category, use 
the standard guideline of reinvesting a minimum of 3-5% 
of your gross sales in advertising. 

Some small or new companies may find it difficult to 
invest at this level. If this is the case, determine the 
amount you can budget and distribute your resources 
each month based on your sales cycles.
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A reach advertising medium is one 
that can reach a significant portion of 
the population with a few 
advertisements or over a short 
amount of time. This is determined by 
the number of people reached with 
the advertising message, not the 
overall use of the medium.

REACH TARGET
A targeting advertising medium is one 
that typically has a smaller audience; 
however, it can directly communicate to 
a specific group based on geographics, 
demographics, psychographics or 
behaviors.  Typically, targeting media 
also demonstrates the ability to build 
frequency quickly.  

EMPLOY THE RIGHT  ADVERTISING  AT THE RIGHT TIME

TYPE EXPLANATION TIME OF YEAR TO EMPLOY

IMAGE / BRANDING
Reminding about offerings and advantages, plus 
maintaining or adjusting company perception.

 Appropriate the entire year.  

 For businesses with limited budgets, effective 
during slower times of the year.

DIRECT RESPONSE
Encouraging trial, purchase or repurchase with 
a promotion, sale or incentive.

 Most effective slightly before and during busy 
times of the year.

EDUCATIONAL
Creating interest through information.  Effective for launching a new business, 

product or service ~ especially for sharing 
complex or innovative solutions.

AWARENESS
Creating excitement for an event, promotion, 
new product, service or  business.  Awareness 
advertising is often difficult to avoid or ignore.

 Effective in combination with direct response 
advertising before and during busy seasons.

LOYALTY

Building long-term brand affinity, plus establishing 
open, direct and ongoing communication.  Loyalty 
advertising is one-on-one-communication directly 
to consumers.

 Appropriate the entire year.



Each advertising medium delivers messages differently and often to 
unique targets.  Each option when used appropriately will achieve 
results.  It is important to define objectives for each ad campaign 
and then determine media choices and budget allocations based 
on strengths and limitations. 

Your business may have a different advertising goal each month or 
quarter, based on your sales trends. In addition, you may have 
several advertising strategies working in conjunction with each other.  
A media mix that strategically incorporates a variety of 
advertising vehicles working together for greater impact is 
generally the most effective.

To maximize the effectiveness of each campaign, prepare a media 
strategy to reach the largest number of potential buyers in the target 
audience, at the appropriate frequency to stimulate action.  Once you 
have determined your advertising channels, the next step is to 
determine which solutions to purchase (programs, digital options, 
newspapers, magazines, etc.), as well as how much of each to 
include in your plan.

Frequency, which is defined as the average 
number of times a typical consumer is 
exposed to an advertising message (not the 
number of ads placed) should be a minimum 
of three.  

This frequency can be calculated over a weekend, 
a month, or more based on the campaign goals.  
Ask your media advisor for the frequency of each 
schedule.  Caution:  Too much frequency can 
irritate potential customers, especially in broadcast 
advertising.
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SELECTING MEDIA TO ACHIEVE YOUR BUSINESS GOALS



SHOULD DETERMINE THE TYPE 

OF ADVERTISING TO USE AND 

WHEN TO ADVERTISE

SALES TRENDS

SEASON
MORE / LESS 
ADVERTISING

ADVERTISING 
STRATEGY

BENEFITS OF STRATEGY

BUSY SEASON MORE ADVERTISING
DIRECT RESPONSE 

ADVERTISING

Invites active shoppers
to buy from your business 
and not your competition.

Greatest opportunity to
increase sales, profits and 

market share.

Direct response 
advertising includes sales, 
promotions or incentives to 
encourage people to your 

shop your business.

SLOW SEASON LESS ADVERTISING IMAGE / BRANDING

Some people are still buying.  
You want to encourage them
to purchase from your store.

Stimulates immediate and
unplanned purchases.

Builds top-of-mind
awareness to remind people

to purchase from your company
when they are ready to buy.
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INVEST WISELY

Your advertising investment should 
“mirror” your sales trends.

 Investing a significant portion of your budget during slow times of the year to encourage sales is an unwise and costly 
decision. Advertising cannot change a company’s natural sales cycle.  Although slight increases may occur, generally, it will not 
provide a comfortable return on your investment.  

 Businesses that typically do not see significant annual sales fluctuations, such as service companies, should advertise 
each month consistently.

 If your business has an extremely limited budget, advertise only during and slightly before peak seasons.

 Larger businesses with significant inventory and consistently high sales in various products or services should advertise 
top-selling items in the appropriate months.  If the budget is adequate, these businesses will benefit from marketing all year.

 *There are exceptions to these guidelines, such as restaurants that cannot accommodate additional patrons during busy 
seasons or times of the week.  However, most businesses should allocate their promotional budgets slightly before and during 
peak seasons, when they have the greatest opportunity to increase profits and market share.

Investing in marketing slightly before 

and during busy times of year is wise 

because during peak seasons more 

people are buying, and there is a 

greater opportunity to increase sales.*

GENERAL RULES: 

Busier Months** = Increase Advertising 

Slower Months = Reduce Advertising 

Busier Months** = Direct Response Advertising 

Slower Months = Branding/Image Advertising 

All Year = Branding/Image or Loyalty Campaigns 

**And slightly before busy months.

J F M A M J J A S O N D

Advertising
Sales

DIRECT 
RESPONSE

DIRECT 
RESPONSE

- - - - - IMAGE- - - - -

IMAGE 

IMAGE
LOYALTY

If you have adequate funds, conduct 
branding/image and loyalty campaigns 

all year and add direct response 
promotions during peak seasons.
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OUR GOAL IS YOUR SUCCESS

Contact us for more information about 

developing a customized strategy 

to achieve your business goals.

(816) 749-2842 
sales@NewsPressNow.com

mailto:sales@kesq.com



